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E D I T O R ’ S  N O T E S

Since our last In Touch the Board 
has organised our Annual Dinner 
which happened to be Marielou 
Guerrero’s final farewell and one be-
fitting the occasion as it turned out 
to be a resounding success, thanks 
to the hard work in particular of 
Gemma Arias, our Events organiser.    
 
The launch of the Discount Club 

and Breakfast Club is proving to be 

a growing success as is the news 

that our membership numbers have 

seen the biggest single increase in 

the last five years. 

We also say farewell to our outgoing 

chairman Charles Serruya and 

thank him for his stable and reliable 

leadership and also Albert Langston 

for his valuable contribution. With 

the election of a new younger (sorry 

Charles!) Board at our recent AGM 

comes new ideas and impetus 

which we are hoping we can reign 

in and develop. The internal function 

of the federation as well as much 

needed investment in infrastructure 

and facilities will be improved upon 

within the next few months as will 

Member Benefits as a whole.

As our readership can witness 

this Edition of our In Touch comes 

loaded with many of the topics high 

on the business agenda, including 

some very interesting “Letters to the 

Editor”.

As I mentioned briefly during a recent 

live interview, “It is important to give 

businesses breaks and not make 

changes which break businesses”.

Whatever direction our wider 

community takes for the proper 

running of our future economy, the 

interest of SME’s which account 

for 99.9% of local business must 

notes
editor’s

be central to this change. The 

consequences of not doing so, would 

see business creativity being stifled 

resulting in less wealth creation 

overseen by an ever-increasing and 

costlier public sector and higher 

taxes for everyone!

Enjoy your read.

 

Stuart Rodriguez
Editor
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Chairman

One step ahead
Planning a strategy
We can assist in developing strategic plans 
to help shape the success of your company 
including preparation of business plans, 
budgets and cashfl ows and subsequent 
monitoring and analysis of variances. We can 
assist you in identifying and developing your 
strengths and opportunities.

For more information, call Eran Shay or Stephen J Reyes on:  
Tel: +350 200 41200, Nightline: +350 200 48282, Fax: +350 200 41201, info@deloitte.gi

www.deloitte.gi

Merchant House, 22/24 John Mackintosh Square, P.O. Box 758, Gibraltar

© 2010 Deloitte Limited. Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

Helen Moberley
Office Manager

Michael Borge

Gemma Arias
Secretary

Tony Lopez
Treasurer

John Piris

Ian Torrilla
Vice-Chairman

Julian Byrne

Kamlesh Khubshand Craig Sacarello
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E V E N T S

At the GFSB Annual Dinner at the Rock Hotel on Thursday 16th 
September 2010 the official presentation of prizes for the inaugural 
GFSB Business Awards was made.

The GFSB Business Award has been an initiative to encourage 
Companies to improve the way business is conducted. Two Awards 
were available, the first one being the Award for Quality Standards 
and Business Improvement sponsored by Gibtelecom and the 
second Award being for Innovation and Achievement s, sponsored 
by Marielou Guerrero. The prizes were a framed Certificate, an 
engraved Trophy especially manufactured by the Gibraltar Crystal 
Company and free advertising in the In Touch magazine for one 
year. 

A total of eight Companies made submissions for both Awards and 
a panel of four Judges comprising of two GFSB Office Bearers, 
representative from Gibtelecom and Marielou Guerrero assessed and 
decided on the winners for 2010. The results were as follows:-

GFSB BUSINESS AWARDS

GFEB BUSINESS AWARD WINNER FOR QUALITY 
STANDARDS AND BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT – 

STEELMAC LIMITED

GFEB BUSINESS AWARD WINNER FOR 
INNOVATION AND ACHIEVEMENT –  

CLARKE RECYCLING SERVICES LIMITED

The Award was proudly collected by the founder of the Company, Mr. Elias 
Tapiero who is 91 years old, accompanied by the current Chief Executive 
Officer Mr. Elias Tapiero Jnr. (grandson of the founder) together with Mr. 
Richard Martin the Marine Manager and Mr. Aaron Lopez the Assistant 
Marine Manager.  

Steelmac are scrap metal dealers contracted for the dismantling of M/V 
New Flame which collided with an oil tanker near the Lighthouse in 2007 
and was partially submerged. Steelmac were also contracted for the 
dismantling of M/V Fedra which run aground and smashed against the 
rocks at the Lighthouse during the storms on 10 October 2008.

Steelmac also achieved certification to ISO Standards for Quality, 
Environment and Health & Safety in 2009.  

Jacqueline Clarke proudly receives the GFSB Business Award for Innovation 
and Achievement from the sponsor Marielou Guerrero.

Clarke Recycling Services was founded by Jacqueline Clarke three years 
ago offering recycling services in Gibraltar. They recycle almost everything 
from paper to ink cartridges, computers to batteries and light bulbs. They 
won an Award by the Environmental Safety Group in 2008 for innovative 
work in recycling and for encouraging Companies to think “green” and  for 
successfully providing paper and cardboard recycling solutions for many 
businesses in Gibraltar since 2007.  

To add to their list of achievements Clarke Recycling Services has won 
the GFSB Business Award for Innovation and Achievement, sponsored by 
Marielou Guerrero.

The GFSB would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the winners and also thank all participating Companies for their interest. Next year 
it is planned to have the 2011 GFSB Business Awards and Companies are encouraged to participate. Information will be sent to all members 
by email.
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E V E N T S

P R E S S  R E L E A S E
2 1 s t  O c t o b e r  2 0 1 0

James Levy QC, Senior Partner at leading law firm Hassans, welcomed over 
one hundred distinguished guests to the Rock Hotel last night, who were 
there to enjoy the inaugural ‘Sir Joshua Hassan Lecture’ delivered by Lord 
Michael Howard.
 
The lecture, in memory of Mr Levy’s uncle Sir Joshua Hassan, the longest 
serving Chief Minister of Gibraltar and founder of the firm, was delivered 
by The Rt Hon Lord Michael Howard of Lympne QC, who is regarded as 
especially appropriate given Mr Howard’s credentials, like Sir Joshua, as 
both a politician and lawyer. 

James Levy started off the evening’s speeches with his anecdotes about Sir 
Joshua and his resounding message that “Sir Joshua loved the people. To 
lead a country you have to love your people” and this was what set Sir Joshua apart. Next was Michael Nahon, son-in-law and Associate at 
Hassans, who gave a moving tribute to his father-in-law. Finally Lord Howard, who was accompanied by his wife, Lady Sandra Howard, who 
in her own right is a published author, delivered a historical snapshot of the man who was loved and respected in his professional, public and 
personal life”. 

Javier Chincotta, Managing Partner commented “It is wonderful to see someone of such a high calibre as Lord Howard come to Gibraltar to 
recognise and honour Sir Joshua, whom he had the benefit of knowing personally. Hassans and the clients who enjoyed the evening would like 
to thank Lord and Lady Howard for making the trip from the UK and for making the evening so enjoyable”.

Hassans Launch the ‘Sir Joshua Hassan Lectures’

7 Join Hassans

P R E S S  R E L E A S E
5 t h  O c t o b e r  2 0 1 0

Seven new recruits have been welcomed into Gibraltar’s leading law 
firm, Hassans, underpinning its continued growth in spite of the difficult 
economic situation worldwide. Three trainee solicitors, Harriet Rhoda, 
Piers Barber and David Borge and four barristers, Albert Agius, Stephen 
Noguera, Matthew Torres and Joelle Wahnon will work in various 
departments, including property, litigation, tax, and commercial.

Hassans remain committed to expansion by tapping into the talent 
available in the local community, with all but one of the successful 
recruits having spent time in the firm’s highly popular and successful 
‘Summer Placement Programme’. Hassans was the first law firm outside 
the UK to be accredited by the Law Society of England and Wales to 
offer training contracts to aspiring solicitors, putting Hassans firmly at 
the forefront of legal training in Gibraltar.

Managing Partner, Javier Chincotta comments, “At Hassans we are committed to continual professional development and training. Our goal is 
to recruit exceptionally talented people who will stay with us and who want to become partners in our continuing success story. The new recruits 
are talented and dedicated and will bring new skills to the firm, which all our clients can benefit from”.

From left to right; Harriet Rhoda, Joelle Wahnon, Piers Barber, David 
Borge, Stephen Noguera, Albert Agius and Matthew Torres
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E V E N T S

In September 2010 the now GFSB new Chairman, Stuart 
Rodriguez was elected onto the Board of the European 
Small Business Alliance in Ljubljana, Slovenia. This election 
continues a fine tradition of GFSB involvement with the 
work of ESBA within the EU which has been vital in lobbying 
for changes in EU legislation which would otherwise have 
had very negative impacts on all EU businesses.

ESBA was created in 1998 by a group of independent 
national small business organization groupings across 
Europe.  The GFSB was one of the founder members 
and today ESBA represents one million small businesses 
across 35 countries.

Promoting Business
in Gibraltar

Join a winning team -
Membership Bene�ts include:

• Legal Advice Help-line
• Accountancy Advice
• Business start-up advice
• EU Funding Application advice
• Business Support
• Use of GFSB Conference and Business Facilities
• Excellent networking platform between members
• Free In Touch and UK First Voice Business Magazine
• Subsidised Business Training Courses for members only
• Substantial discounts on ISO Training and certifications
   through GFSB/Government Programme

122 Irish Town, Gibraltar  |  Tel: +350 200 47722  |  Fax: +350 200 47733  |  Email: gfsb@gfsb.gi 

w w w. g f s b . g i

GFSB 
attends ESBA 
Conference in 
Slovenia
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E V E N T S

GFSB DISCOUNT SCHEME
The GFSB is proud to introduce our first Discount Scheme exclusively for GFSB members - please see the 
letter which we have sent to all our members for your information.

11th October 2010

REFERENCE: GFSB CLUB DISCOUNT SCHEME

Dear valued member,

We are delighted to write to you to update you on the progress made since we last mentioned the introduction of our Discount 
Scheme.  There are already 23 members signed up to this scheme and we are confident that this initial trickle will soon lead 
to a stream of members offering their products and services at discounted prices.

As from July 2010 the process of members offering each other discounted rates on their products or services began.  Whilst 
this list has grown considerably (see overleaf), there is still plenty of potential for expansion which will benefit all concerned.

Benefits to those receiving discounts are;
      Better value for money for a product or service
      An increased awareness of who offers what locally

Benefits to those offering discounts are;
      Potential increase in sales
      Raised awareness of product/service, location through extensive GFSB marketing (see below)
      An opportunity to advertise your flagship brands

GFSB Marketing

 1. Web presence- our website will continually reflect your company name and we can provide links to your website  
     free-of-charge if you so choose
 2. Advertising in our In Touch magazine (circulation of 5000 per quarter)
 3. Advertising with renewal of membership letters
 4. GFSB Discount Club logo/Sticker clearly displayed at your premises

We welcome any additional, constructive feedback you may have and look forward to building up our Discount Club for 
everyone’s benefit.  Please send your replies to the following email address; gfsb@gfsb.gi or by post to the above address.

Yours sincerely,

Craig Sacarello
PR
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E V E N T S

GFSB DISCOUNT
CLUB MEMBERS

Antonio Jewellers 
159 Main Street  

*10% off all 
products

 

Antonio Diamond 
Boutique 

47-49 Main Street 
*10% off all 

products except    
Swarovski 

Prestige Jewellers
126-128 Main Street  

*10% off all  
products except 

Swarovski
 

Omni Optic 
13 Main Street 
*10% off all

products

Omni Classic 
132-136 Main Street  

*10% off all 
products

 

 Omni Crystal 
182 Main Street 

*10% off all 
products 

Scala  
10 Grand Casemates 

Square  
*10% off all 

products
 

Get Joost 
248 Main Street 

*10% off all 
smoothies 

Get Joost 
Casemates Kiosk  

*10% off all 
smoothies

 

Glamour Jewellers 
The New Arcade,
30 Main Street
*10% off all 

products 

Khubchands 
55 Main Street  
*5% off most 

products in store
 

Esprit 
Unit 2-8, Ocean Village 

Promenade 
*10% off all 

products except   
Sale items

Mamma Mia  
Pizzeria & Pasta 

House 
Boyd Street 
*15% of all  

business lunches

Sphiro Jewellers 
158 Main Street

*20% off all most 
items in store

Netgear Ltd. 
6 Bishop Rapallo’s 

Ramp  
*5% off all products 

in store 

Sign It 
436 Governor’s Street

*10% off all
signage

Abecasis Gonzalez 
33 New Harbours  

*10% off all office 
furniture 

Benamor 
153 Main Street

*10% discount off all 
luggage, briefcases 

and laptop cases 
except Special Offer 

lines 

Highflyer Marketing 
1/22B Casemates 

Square  
*10% off all business 
cards, stationery and 

printing 

Subway 
Unit 5, Casemates*

10% off all 
food

Camera Mart 
135 Main Street  
*10% Off on all 

items except phone 
cards, special offer 
lines and sale items 

Euro Electronics 
246 Main Street 
*10% Off on all 

items except phone 
cards, special offer 
lines and sale items 

The Caleta Hotel
Catalan Bay  

*10% discount in our 
Health and Beauty 
Club on any treat-

ment or gymnasium 
membership 

Pood Ltd/Liiwi 
Drinks 

*15 % discount from 
all the drinks (incl. 
Vodkas, liqueurs, 

beers, ciders, gins, 
brandies, energy)

Seawave 
60 Catalan Bay  
*10% off all 

food
 

ACEHOBA Limited 
*Complimentary initial 

network audit (max 
2 hours). 10% off our 
consultancy rate for 
the first 3 months.
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E V E N T S

HASSANS LISTED IN AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION’S 
GUIDE TO FOREIGN  LAW FIRMS
Gibraltar – Hassans International Law Firm has been selected to be included in the latest edition of 
the American Bar Association’s Guide to Foreign Law Firms, which was published in October with the 
cooperation of the ABA Section of International Law. Hassans is a member of TerraLex, the worldwide 
network of independent law firms and a global source for business lawyers.

The ABA Guide to Foreign Law Firms is designed to help lawyers throughout the world in identifying quality legal counsel in foreign jurisdictions, 
especially in countries emerging as significant factors in international commercial transactions. A listing in the Guide is based on recommendations 
and personal experiences of members of the ABA Section of International Law and the editors.

“This new fifth edition of the ABA Guide to Foreign Law Firms is an important resource and must-have for any corporate counsel or law firm 
partner who handles cross-border transactions or cases,” said Hugo Chaviano, Secretary General of the Inter-American Bar Association.

“To find here in one place the essential contact details for excellent lawyers in a breathtakingly extensive arrray of countries, already vetted 
by experienced international practitioners, is to find a treasure indeed,” added Delos N. Lutton, President d”Honneur, Union Internationale des 
Avocats 

The book is co-edited by William M. Hannay, a past Chair of the ABA Section of International Law and a partner with Schiff Hardin LLP, which is 
the TerraLex member firm for Chicago and Illinois, and by James R. Silkenat, another past Chair of the ABA Section.

The ABA Guide is available for purchase online at http://www.abanet.org/abastore.

P r e s s  R e l e a s e  -  5 t h  N o v e m b e r  2 0 1 0
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L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

    Customer Service in Gib
  I have just read Mark Gosen’s article in the 
Summer 2010 issue of In Touch with interest.  I 
am not a recent incomer - I’ve lived and worked 
here for eleven years and have experienced 
everything that Mr Gosen highlights in his article.  
I have found the generally poor service in leisure 
establishments very frustrating and when I ‘moan’ 
to my Gibraltarian friends, they simply shrug their 
shoulders as if to say ‘well, this is Gibraltar, you 
have to get used to it’.  Why should I?  Customers 
vote with their feet and are more likely to pass on 
negative experiences of the establishments they 
visit than positive ones.  The owners of these 
establishments seem to have little understanding 
of this and of the financial impact of the negative 
image of Gibraltar that tourists and other visitors 
take away with them.

    There are establishments that recognise me 
as a regular, but that doesn’t mean that the 
service is any better.  I have regularly waited 
for more than twenty minutes for a member of 
staff to acknowledge that I am there and prise 
themselves away from interesting conversations 
at the bar with their colleagues to serve me! 

    The leisure industry needs to take a good look 
at itself - as Mr Gosen notes, training is essential 
and my feeling is that Government should not be 
expected to pick up the tab, as these businesses 
are not charity cases.  Investment in training is 
proven to result in additional profits as well as 
satisfied customers, so this has to be a business 
decision by individual owners.  The Americans 
are well aware of this . . . why is it so hard for 
our local businesses to recognise the benefits 
of properly structured training courses for 
themselves and their staff?

    To be fair, it isn’t only the leisure industry 
in Gibraltar that suffers these shortcomings, 
other areas could do with some improvement 
too.  It should also be stressed that there are 
exceptions, where staff ‘go the extra mile’ to 
ensure customer satisfaction.  The sad thing is 
that these people are very few and far between!

    Thank you for reading this - I really needed to 
get it off my chest and to congratulate Mr Gosen 
on his article.

Regards.
Sandra Owen

    Disabled access in Gib
  Most people would take it for granted should they 
require to access public services and they would 
not feel that the thought of it would be daunting. 
Perhaps as we age the thought becomes more 
of an impending reality as we have to consider 
negotiating steps, long distances or rough 
surfaces. The aging process certainly has a way 
of bringing you down to earth where mobility is 
concerned.

So it follows that if we are not subjected to 
difficulties we are not aware of what these may 
be and the relevant adaptations required whether 
these are of a physical or social nature.

As a wheelchair user accessing the beach 
for example is complex. Try pushing a heavy 
buggy as an experiment and you will see how 
exhausting it becomes to make your way through 
all the sand. So what needs to be done? It is 
relatively simple to install boards that can indeed 
be used by anyone experiencing difficulty and 
not just wheelchair users. Similarly to access 
the sea without the proper facilities this can 
become an impossibility. Again a simple solution 
to a seemingly complex problem is constraints?  
Ignorance? Not politically or socially important?

The fact that we can now enjoy the use of Eastern 
Beach indicates that the need was there, and that 
there was considerable use for it, but perhaps 
the will to get it done was absent. Thankfully 
whether as a result of goodwill, good intentions 
or the acknowledgement that every individual in 
the community has the right to access the beach 
helped this to become a reality.   Speaking of 
Eastern Beach, when the works are completed I 
hope car drivers exercise a bit of common sense 
and do not park on the pavements blocking 
passage to not only wheelchairs but also mothers 
with young children.

Perhaps the Houses of Parliament need to be next. 
I like many other people have a keen interest in 
politics and what happens in our community and 
therefore expect to be involved in the debating, 
learning and changing of perceptions required 
to make Gibraltar a better place to live in. As a 
result of poor access I am not only physically 
excluded but also socially excluded from a very 
crucial aspect of daily living enjoyed by and taken 
for granted by most people.

On another note some of the ramps to access 
a crossing end in a step, therefore, it defeats 
the purpose, it begs the question, who advises 
the relevant department in such matters?   One 
would think that the person or persons concerned 
would know how to tackle these issues.
If I were to commit a crime, would I be taken 

to court?   I do not think so!!!  Again access is 
not possible unless you could find two or three 
bodybuilders to physically carry me up the stairs 
as many times as I am obliged to attend the court 
or I my to wait for the new court buildings?

Employment. What employment?   Government 
provides the schemes, where a person is 
employed for a period of one year and their pay 
is partly paid by the European Social Fund, after 
the year the person have to be employed or fired 
because Government ceases to be responsible 
for part paying the individual.   What happens 
with such persons working in Government 
Department, are they treated the same as in the 
private sector, I do not think so, as there are a 
number of employees which have been in the 
Employment Scheme for over a decade.   Are 
we, in our caring society, where we are the first 
to help people outside Gibraltar when the need 
arises, not prepared to help our own to lead a 
productive and dignified live, or is it a case of “do 
what I say but not what I do”.   This leads me to 
the conclusion that this scheme is unemployment 
by another name.    This does not only reflect in 
a negative way the treatment of our disabled but 
also many young people in our society who are 
employed as cheap labour.

Gibraltar is a tourist resort, many people come 
here on cruise ships or on coaches, if by any 
chance they are wheelchair bound and they 
want a ride in the Cable Car to marvel and the 
panoramic views enjoyed from the top of the 
Rock and have a drink or even a meal at the top 
station and interact with our famous apes they 
are unable to do so because the access to the 
Cable Car is not available to people with mobility 
problems, when is something going to be done 
so that everybody has the same opportunities.   
I appreciate that some of our Tourist sites are 
not viable ie St Michael’s Cave, Upper Galeries, 
Moorish Castle etc, for obvious reasons, as our 
ancestors were not into equality.

To end on a positive note many things have 
improved, ie the buses with the exception of 
number ten and number two, the Hospital, the 
Primary Care Centre, some schools, Gibtelecom, 
Banks, Morrisons, Marks, BHS, and shops 
along Main Street, the ICC Building, Casemates 
Barracks shopping arcades, Taxis.  

When I am asleep and dream I think this kind of 
articles are not necessary, but then when I wake 
and  find that although many things are changing 
we have a long way to go, for every Gibraltarian 
to enjoy our homeland irrespective of ability, 
colour, creed or gender.  

Matthew J. Turnock
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F I N A N C E

Knowing your tolerance for risk and 
investment style is crucial in assisting 
you in selecting your investments more 
wisely. There are numerous types of 
investments available and which one can 
make. However, your capacity for risk is 
based on your personal circumstances 
and financial situation. The key is to find 
the right balance of risk and return when 
making an investment.

The reality is that there are basically three 
specific investment styles and we shall 
call them Conservative, Moderate and 
Aggressive.

If you find that you have 
a low tolerance for risk 
your investment style will 
most likely be Conservative 
or Moderate at the very 
best. If you have a higher 
tolerance for risk the 
chances are that you will 
likely be a Moderate or Aggressive investor.

If you are making a short-term investment of 
say less than five years you are likely to take 
less risk with your funds. On the other hand 
the younger you are the easier it is to take a 
longer-term higher risk approach to investing 
than say someone nearing retirement.

Conservative investors want to maintain the 
value of their investment. In other words if 
they invest £10,000 they want to make sure 
that they will get their initial £10,000 back. 
This type of investor will usually place his 
funds in cash based investments such as an 
instant access notice account/fixed deposit 
with a bank or building society.

A Moderate investor should be one who is 
prepared to accept that although the value 
of the investment may go down, there is 
potential for capital growth in the medium to 

long term. Such type of investor will have a 
mixed fund balanced between equities and 
lower risk assets.

Aggressive investors are 
prepared to take risks 
which other investors 
are not willing to take. 
They invest a greater 
proportion of their funds 
in riskier ventures where 
there is a higher risk of 
capital loss, but greater 

potential for capital growth over the medium 
to long term. All or most of their funds will be 
in equity or equity –related investments.

Again determining your style of investing will 
determine your financial goals and your risk 
tolerance. No matter what investment you 
make you should always carefully research 
that investment. Never invest without having 
all the facts and remember if it sounds too 
good to be true it probably isn’t!

Also when it comes to investing, many 
inexperienced investors want to jump right 
in with both feet. Unfortunately very few of 
these investors are successful. Investing in 
anything requires some degree of skill. It is 
important to remember that few investments 
are a sure thing –there is a risk of losing your 
money.

Investment
& Risks

Before you jump in, it is better not only to 
find out more about investing and how it all 
works, but also determine what your goals 
are. What do you hope to achieve with your 
investments? Will it be to buy a home? 
Retiring? Before you invest a single penny, 
think hard what you hope to achieve with that 
investment. Knowing your goals will assist 
you in making smarter investment decisions 
along the way.

Too often, people invest money with dreams 
of becoming rich overnight. This is possible, 
but it is also very rare and it is usually a very 
bad idea to start investing in the hope of 
becoming rich overnight. It is wiser and safer 
to invest in such a manner that it will grow 
over time. You should also consider talking 
to a professionally qualified and authorised 
financial planner before making any 
investment. Your financial planner can assist 
you in determining what type of investment 
you must make to achieve the financial goals 
that you have set. He or she can supply you 
with realistic information as to the level of 
return you can likely expect and how long it 
will take to reach your specific goals.

Remember that investing requires more 
than simply calling a stockbroker and telling 
them that you want to buy stocks or bonds. 
It takes a certain amount of research and 
knowledge about the market if you hope to 
invest successfully.

“Knowing your 
goals will assist you 
in making smarter 
investment decisions 
along the way”

By Albert Langston
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And now for the GFSB light-hearted 
moment of the month: “only suitable for those with 

a sense of humour”
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L E G A L

   As I travelled down Sir Peter Caruana 
Avenue (formerly Devil’s Tower Road), I 
accelerated passed Bassadone Electric Cars 
Limited to catch my transatlantic flight to New 
York (in my new Lexus Electric Car of course). 
The Airport was only last year expanded to 
cater for the new Airbus 440 which carries 
an amazing 800 passengers. At the Albert 
Hammond Airport I struggled to find the 
Check -in Desk for Easyjet Transatlantic Flight 
EZ2348 and after travelling up and down high 
speed escalators I reached Desk 59 to check 
in my baggage. Thanks to new generation 
computers handling the automatic check-in 
desks, I quickly made my way to Gate 39 to 
board my flight to New York. 

  As I sat in my seat waiting for the 800 
passengers to accommodate themselves for 
the 4 hour flight, I picked up my latest buy –a 
history book on Gibraltar, entitled “Gibraltar 
100 Years of Progress”. As I started to read 
the book and looked out the window as the 
enormous aircraft took off, I compared the 
picture in the book to the bird’s eye view 
of Sovereign Bay. The transformation of the 
East Side had been truly sensational. It has 
taken 100 years but the end result has been 
worth it. The mountains of rubble (some 
contaminated as such) had been transformed 
to Sovereign Bay which emulated the Palm 
Tree Development at Dubai of some 100 years 
ago. A crescent running from Catalan bay to 
Eastern Beach had been filled in with a row of 
Skyscrapers of luxury apartments and Hotels. 
A marina and Gibraltar’s second Cruise Line 
Terminal catering for the new Super Cruise 
Liners carrying 10,000 passengers plus 
crew.   
 
  Business in Gibraltar was now booming and 
the amount of tourists using our Cruise Liner 
Terminals and our recently expanded Airport 
was increasing exponentially year in year out. 
The spin-offs for business in Gibraltar was 
mind-blowing, with Hotels having occupancy 
rate of 80-85% throughout the year, be it 
winter or summer. The number of restaurants 
and shops had also increased to cater for the 
increased volumes and the quality improved 
by light years. 

  A landmark Hotel was built in 2080 on 
the site of Grand Parade, called Stalagmite 
Towers and overtaking the 
peak of Gibraltar with its 135 
storeys.  The Hotel was built to 
cater for Chinese billionaires 
travelling the world and 
stopping in Gibraltar to enjoy 
one of the most luxurious 
Hotels in the World with 
views of two Continents on a 
clear day and with penthouse 
suites taller than the famous 
Rock of Gibraltar.   

  Apart from the attraction of 
using the Gibraltar Airport now 
named the Albert Hammond 
Airport to honour Gibraltar’s 
finest composer of all time, 
and the attraction of the two 
Cruise Liner Terminals which 
all Cruise Liner Companies 
were using, the killer attraction in Gibraltar 
was now the World’s biggest and most 
exciting Roller Coaster. The brainchild of 
Venture Capitalists and involving investment 
from local billionaires, the Gibraltar Roller 
Coaster was now dubbed the No.1 Must do 
things before I die in the World. It took 10 
years of negotiating with Government and 
Environmental Groups, and when at long last 
the right formula was found it took another 10 
years to build. The end result is inspirational 
as the customer have a choice of the High 
Speed Ride or the more pleasant Comfortable 
Scenic Ride for elder customers.

  The Roller Coaster Ride starts and finishes 
at the Joe Bossano Piazza (the site of the 
old Theatre Royal). The tracks for the Roller 
Coaster were cleverly camouflaged along 
buildings and trees so that no eye sores are 
created. The track travels up and down the 
Rock and what makes it exhilarating is the 
diversions into St. Michael’s Cave, the Siege 
Tunnels and even a low speed adventure into 
Lower St. Michael’s Cave to witness the two 
world famous “painter’s pallet” stalagmite, of 
which there is only five in the world . Then 
there is the high speed journey into the Rock 

from the Dockyard area to Sandy Bay followed 
by the up and down dives along the old Water 
Catchment Areas leading to Catalan Bay 
and Sovereign Bay. The journey diverts into 
the William’s Way Tunnel with an incredible 
display of lasers which gives passengers 
the virtual sensation of time travel and leads 
the roller coaster to the Town area before 
reaching the end of the epic journey at the 
Joe Bossano Piazza.
  I catch a quick glance of Gibraltar before 

flying off into the horizon and begin to 
comprehend the usefulness of Gibraltar’s 
new Ring Round. This six lane motorways was 
dubbed Gibraltar’s M25 some forty years ago 
and this Ring Road encircling all of Gibraltar 
has alleviated the chaotic traffic jams of 
the past and has allowed the 50,000 plus 
motorists to quickly reach their destination in 
minutes rather than hours.

  I am interrupted by the Air Hostess and 
handed a lovely sushi meal with a glass of 
white wine. Tempted by such culinary delights, 
I put down my history book and enjoy my 
meal with the intention of finishing my book 
as soon as I finish my meal. Human traits 
have not changed over the years because 
drowsiness creeps in and I promise myself 
to find out more about Gibraltar’s 100 years 
of progress after my nap or when I get to my 
Hotel in New York.

Tony Lopez

The Year 2110
(Business in Gibraltar in 100 years time)
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L E G A L

Get  Your Business Ready To Sel l
As an entrepreneur, you start your company 
because of your passion for what you are 
doing. Yet, no matter how much you love your 
business, you will eventually need to sell it. 
For example, you may want to retire, you may 
want the money to pursue another exciting 
opportunity or perhaps the business needs be 
part of a bigger organisation in order to grow. 
The reason for the sale doesn’t matter. What 
does matter is that you get the most money 
possible for it. This guide offers three great 
ways to ensure you do.

Design the business to operate when you 
aren’t there
This one sounds easy, but it’s trickier than it 
seems. Ask yourself, ‘Could I take a month-
long holiday and not have a problem?’ If the 
answer is no, it’s time to think about your 
systems. “Systems” is just a fancy way of 
saying that you have written procedures or 
documented how you do things.

This can be as simple as a few steps on a 
piece of paper or, alternatively, involve some 
sophisticated computer software. The key 
test is whether your team would make the 
same decision as you, even though you aren’t 
there to ask. 

There is another benefit to having standard, 
written processes - your business is more 
robust. When processes are documented, 
projects are not stopped because a key 
person calls in sick, and new recruits can be 
productive sooner. Both of these benefits are 
linked to efficient operations and that means 
more predictable cash-flow, a key component 
in the valuation of your business.

Make it easy for the buyer to see how 
they can achieve their plans
Buyers want your business because they want 
to do something with it. Your job is to show 
them how easy it is going to be to achieve their 
plans once the deals closes. Typically, these 
plans fall into two areas. Firstly, the buyer 
may want to reduce operational overheads 
by slimming down the administrative part 
of your business. Ensure your staff and 
operational costs are fully broken down for 
the buyer to see. This transparency makes it 
easy to determine where there are possible 
efficiency gains, and you may even identify 
some savings long before you sell.

Secondly, the buyer may see new sales 
opportunities stemming from your customer 
base or your products. This means that you 

must have accurate records of current and 
past customers, what they bought and for 
how much. This is a great way to explain why 
your business is the best one to buy.

Have answers to all of the due diligence 
questions
Many buyers will start their due diligence 
process with an audit of your contracts. 
Through these documents, the buyer can 
easily determine what, if any, intellectual 
property your staff own or the terms on which 
they can be made redundant, for example.
Equally, it may be important to cancel existing 
customer or supplier agreements, and it is 
only through the contracts that the buyer can 
establish how easy it will be to do this.

It is useful for the buyer to see the negotiated 
parts of the agreements and to understand 
how you reached your terms. Having all 
of this information to hand at the outset 
demonstrates that you take these matters 
seriously, which is a good thing from any 
buyer’s perspective.

Each of these tips should help to increase the 
value and desirability of your business, but 
remember, this work often needs to begin a 
number of years in advance of the sale.
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I N F O R M A T I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y

Unfortunately, it is precisely because of its popularity that some less 
than scrupulous groups have come up with free spyware and adware 
programs to take advantage of the connectivity that the Internet 
provides. Spyware is also known as adware and in some cases it 
is labelled as malware. Simply put, spyware is computer software 
that comes bundled with some programs that are downloadable 
from the Internet and it works as a virtual spy within your system. 
To the uninitiated it may seem that the idea of espionage happening 
within one’s own personal computer sounds either like a joke or a 
great exaggeration but the truth of the matter is that spyware is 
something that should give Internet users great concern.

The purpose of spyware is to secretly track a variety of personal 
information from the user of the computer using various techniques 
such as tracking Internet browsing patterns and logging keystrokes. 
Some spyware are even sophisticated enough to scan documents 
from the computer’s hard drive. There are many reasons as to why 
spyware is proliferated in the Internet. One such reason is to enable 
unsolicited pop - ups as a targeted marketing tactic but sometimes 
spyware or malware is used to be able to commit criminal acts 
such as identity fraud by stealing passwords and vital credit card 
information.

Spyware can potentially be a very damaging program as it runs 
undetected within your system so that you are unaware that your 
computer activities are being tracked. It is obviously an infringement 
to one’s right to privacy and its processes utilise your computer’s 
system causing a slowdown in your computer’s performance. Like 

all types of espionage, the installation of spyware onto your system 
can occur with the Internet user being completely oblivious to this 
intrusion.

Free spyware and adware programs often come bundled along with 
some freeware downloads that you may be enticed in to installing. 
There are also some unsolicited pop - ups that you may encounter 
whilst browsing that look like regular Windows system generated pop-
ups and clicking these will cause you to unwittingly install unwanted 
spyware.

While the mere fact that you are on the Internet and browsing 
immediately makes you vulnerable to spyware, there are some 
measures that you can take to ensure safer web usage. For instance, 
you should install legitimate anti-spyware programs to detect, eradicate 
and prevent future installations of spyware on your system. Do not be 
so trusting of anti-spyware downloads on the Net because some of 
those are there to trick you into installing free spyware and adware 
programs onto your computer.

Likewise be very careful also of free programs that you download on 
the Internet. Some free versions of programs contain spyware so be 
sure to read the agreements before installing certain products. Also it 
should be noted that older versions of Internet Explorer make one’s 
system very vulnerable to spyware attacks because of its close link 
and integration to the Windows platform.

The Internet is a wonderful tool. It works like a virtual web, connecting everyone within its network from all 
parts of the globe. With many salient features, the Internet has become so popular that virtually everyone 
around the world has access to an Internet connection. This popularity has spawned more and more products, 
services and information that anyone with Internet access can enjoy.

Beware:  
Free Spyware and Adware Programs come with 
some of your favourite downloads
By Albert Langston
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I N F O R M A T I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y

Network security is about 
prevention not cure. Yet, a 
staggering 85% of network attacks 
penetrate successfully through 
vulnerabilities for which patches 
and updates have already been 
released*. Many small and medium 
businesses (SMEs) fall into the trap 
of not taking adequate precautions 
because they think the threat is 
highly exaggerated and they do not 
hold any critical data.

While it is true that high profile security 
breaches involve the unauthorised release 
of confidential data, the reality is that most 
systems are not compromised for the data 
they contain but 
for other purposes 
such as being 
used as zombies 
in large scale 
attacks and even 
to send SPAM.

A common 
m isconcep t i on 
is that hackers 
spend their days 
typing in credentials into log in screens until 
they guess it right. In fact, most attacks are 
performed using automated tools which 
exploit known vulnerabilities in operating 
systems and applications. A “dictionary” 
attack can bombard a password field with 
thousands of dictionary words at the click of 
a button. The threats to network security are 
numerous and relentless; keeping abreast of 
them is no easy task that requires a thorough 
approach and in depth technical knowledge.

Network security is not available as a single 
product. Instead it is about combining multiple 
security elements, such as antivirus products, 

firewalls, internal policies, etc. into multiple 
layers of defence. It is critical to secure all 
possible loopholes - it is no good having a 
well configured firewall if network account 

passwords are simple 
dictionary words.

Best security practices 
involve a combination 
of both technical 
controls and logical 
processes. It is easy 
for bad processes to 
undermine otherwise 
excellent products 
and vice versa, good 

practices can compensate for shortcomings 
in bad products. At the network level, the 
following are some of the security elements 
that form the basis of a good security 
defence:

• Updated and patched systems
• An antivirus solution with up to date
   definitions
• Properly configured firewall
• Use of complex passwords
• Intrusion detection systems
• Good internal security practices

Many SMEs incorrectly believe that good 
security finishes with installing a firewall and 
an antivirus product. Unfortunately, it is not as 
simple as that. Virus attacks represent only 
a small part of many other security threats, 
e.g. malware, insider attacks, reckless web 
surfing by employees and even multifunctional 
printers. For example, unless configured 
properly a networked printer is just another 
potential route for hackers to get in.

The cost of a security breach can outweigh by 
far the cost of the solution. For many SMEs 
the task of securing their network may seem 
beyond their IT budget. However, some of the 
security elements above are just common 
sense, e.g. internal policies, and others 
are available for free through open source 
software. A good network security solution 
does not have to cost the earth so there really 
is no excuse for not taking security seriously.
*Gartner Research

Network Security
Basics for SMEs
By Tanya Jones, ACEHOBA Ltd

Top 5 threats to SME data security: 

1. Automated exploit of a known
    vulnerability
2. Malicious HTML email
3. Reckless web surfing by employees
4. Web server compromise
5. Data loss on a portable device
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t: 200 45599
websites - graphics - advertising - 3D

The most effective and powerful

is now also affordable.
ecommerce system on the market 

Here is our most recent customer feedback:
...In the first week alone my company made over $2,000 in sales from some clever marketing by Piranha Designs and sales 
are growing daily - that's from scratch. I have no hesitation in recommending this company to anyone who wants perfect web 
design, search engine optimization as well as marketing strategies to sky rocket their sales into a different dimension!

Dr George Georgiou

Detox Metals.com

Full Content Management System – 
you can control all the content on the site 
not just the products:

• Import and Export products easily
• Live Shipping Quotes
• Order tracking
• Customer Accounts
• Gift Certificates
• Product Reviews
• Multiple payment methods – Paypal, 
   Worldpay or Pay by Cheque or Cash on
   Delivery
• Currently used by over 8,000 stores

Plus many more...

features:

Get your own store from £2700 plus £50 per month.

If you have ever wanted to get your business 
online but have found it difficult to find a system 
that can do all that you need but is not out of 
your budget, we have some good news for you.

In our 10 years of designing and creating websites 
we have never had such a great product for selling 
online. We can offer you a great looking online store 
with incredibly powerful features at the fraction of the 
cost of building an ecommerce site from scratch. It is 
almost like having your own Amazon!

e: web@ pdg.gi   |   w:  www.pdg.gi
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It was when I came to pay that the irritation 
really kicked in. She rung my purchase up on 
the till and it came to 4.20. I glanced at the till 
and saw that it only had the Euro sign on it, so 
I enquired as to whether they expected me to 
pay in Pounds or Euros. After someone else 
had been called because of course I wasn’t 
understood, it was explained to me and I 
quote “it’s same”. I did try and discuss the 
matter and point out that a) a Euro is not the 
same as a Pound and b) as far as I was aware 
the legal tender in Gibraltar is Pounds. No one 
was very interested in discussing the matter 
with me and I could see I wasn’t getting 
anywhere so I paid the £4.20 and left.

It wasn’t until I was recounting the story later 
that I really began to get irritated. I know that 
there is a huge influx of Spanish workers into 
Gib because they are 
cheaper to employ and 
actually want the work. 
I know there are a lot 
of Spanish companies 
who for years scorned 
Gib and dismissed it as 
a second rate place to 
do business who are 
now desperate to get 
in here for both tax and 
trade reasons. I know 
that with this comes 
a certain amount of 
“Espanafication” and 
that perhaps I need to 
learn a bit more Spanish. 
But, and to me it is a big 
But, I do not want to 
see Euro only tills in Gib 
and to be charged 20% 
more for the privilege of 
paying for goods in the 
legal tender of my home 
town is an insult. 

I would hope that this is 
against consumer law 

and I will be asking that question of them in 
due course. The larger question, to me, is that 
if we want to maintain our proud Britishness 
we have to be careful of the erosion of our 
way of life. It starts with a small drip here and 
there, almost unnoticeable, until suddenly 
there is a torrent and we all look round and 
wonder where the hell that came from and 
where our way of life went. By that time 
it’s too late to do anything about it. I don’t 
want to see Gibraltar subsumed by Spain. 
Gibraltar is a glorious outpost of British styled 
independence and to stay that way and out of 
the clutches of Spain we need to safeguard 
the two main things that differentiate us from 
our Spanish friends, our Currency and our 
Language. If we do not there will be nothing 
to tell us apart and they will have conquered 
Gibraltar by stealth. 

As a recent immigrant to Gibraltar I 
was attracted here by many things. 
Not least was the “Britishness” 
of the place. English is the 
official language, Sterling is the 
currency and there is a long and 
distinguished history of ties with 
the UK, militarily, academically and 
emotionally. 

However, in the 8 months that I have been 
here I have noticed a change, a change that I 
think does not bode well for the future of Gib 
as an independent entity. It starts with small 
things, staff in shops and restaurants not 
speaking English is my favourite bugbear. Yes 
they may be cheap, yes they may be available, 
but if someone working in a bakery doesn’t 
understand the English for Brown Bread then 
I don’t think that is right. As a refugee from 
London I suffered the same irritation when 
trying to order in restaurants there. I became 
fed up with having to point at things on the 
menu because the waiter didn’t understand 
the language of the land. If you then wanted 
to complicate matters by ordering Mash 
instead of Chips then you were done for!

Then it progresses to the extent that I feel 
compelled to put fingers to keyboard and 
try and initiate a wider discussion. My story 
continues with a visit to the fresh produce 
market outside Casemates Square, which 
has been extensively renovated recently. I 
sincerely hope that no Taxpayers money was 
spent on it, as hardly a soul in there speaks 
English. My attempt to make the purchase 
of a bunch of bananas, a bunch of grapes 
and 2 Avocados was nearly thwarted by the 
delightful young lady who served me not being 
able to decipher my complex requirements. I 
did think it a tad strange that she didn’t know 
the English words for any of the Fruit she was 
selling but decided to let that pass, and we 
got there in the end with much pointing and 
gesturing.

A Local Market?
by Mark Gosen

C O M M E R C I A L

I think not!
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C O M M E R C I A L

Scores on the Doors is a Food Standard Agency approved 
scheme adopted by local authorities in the UK that is going to be 
adopted in Gibraltar in the New Year.  The aim of the scheme is 
to allow consumers to make informed choices about the places 
in which they eat and purchase food.  The scheme is voluntary 
and premises participating in the scheme will be given a hygiene 
rating or score that reflects the findings of the inspection carried 
out by Environmental Health Officers.  Officers will be looking at 
the areas of food safety and hygiene, structure of the premises, 
cleaning operations, compliance with a written Food Safety 
Management System and staff training.

The score given to a particular premises will be displayed 
normally on the exterior by means of a Star rating system 
ranging from 0 to 5 Stars.  Premises that comply with legal 
requirements as a minimum will probably achieve a 3 Star rating.  
Premises that go above and beyond to improve their standards in 
both training and food management systems will be able to progress 
on to the 4 or 5 Star rating.  Premises are not obliged to display their 
Star rating unless they wish to do so, but it has been found  that 
premises that have a higher rating have seen increased revenues 
through consumers being more willing to visit an establishment with 
a higher rating.  There is no charge to join and participate in the 
scheme.  

Gibraltar will be the first outside the UK that will participate in this 
scheme and as such the information regarding a premises score will 
be accessible to all via the UK website www.scoresonthedoors.org.
uk. and the Environmental Agency website www.environmental-
agency.gi. The scheme has many benefits to both customers and 
participating establishments alike and will undoubtedly enhance our 
tourist product.  

It is hoped that by February 2011 the first group of food premises will 
be participating in the scheme.  An information pack will be sent out 
to all catering organised premises in the near future and a seminar 
if the need arises.  For any further queries about the scheme please 
contact either Charles Zammit or Brioni Turner at the Environmental 
Agency on 200 70620 or admin@environmental-agency.gi.  

The GFSB fully endorses and supports the Scores on the doors 
scheme as it is consistent with our policy of improving customer 
service and quality gastronomy locally.

SCORES
ON THE DOORS
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C O M M E R C I A L

Sounds good so far. What does it lack? 
What would a potential Cat 2 resident 
be comparing it to? Well compared to 
Switzerland and Monaco Gibraltar lacks the 
glamour, sophistication and style of these 
playboy playgrounds. It doesn’t have the 
infrastructure that they have but in its favour 
it does not have the huge costs associated 
with living there. Gib is a very reasonable 
place to live. Most prices compare favourably 
with elsewhere in Europe. In my humble 
opinion, based on 6 months of living here, 
Gib is a great place to be. It’s certainly better 
than London.

So why aren’t the Cat 2’s living here? The 
Tax rate is good for both individuals and 
Companies, although the individual Cat 2 
rate was increased in 2010 by some 15%, 
which the Government must be careful about. 
Cat 2’s do not like surprises, like everyone 
else they don’t like paying too much tax 
and if a Government starts looking at them 
as a cash cow they will go elsewhere. If the 
Governement wants to raise more money 
from the Cat 2, it must be more creative. 
The obvious solution is to encourage the 
Cat 2 to spend more money in Gib and the 
Government then collects the extra revenue 
in Corporation Tax from the profits of the 
companies supplying a Cat 2’s needs. It does 
grate on me that all these “Gib residents” are 
actually spending all their money in Spain. 
There is, I believe, an opportunity to generate 
revenue without raising taxes

How to go about it? The current laws are 
quite relaxed about Cat 2’s. To become a Cat 
2 you need to show assets of about the same 
amount as a nice house in London, you have 
to have a residential address in Gib which 
is available to you to live in (so no you can’t 
rent it out!) and ... err ... that’s it! You do not 
have to spend a single night in Gib, ever. So 
what a lot of Cat 2’s do is rent a one bed flat 
in Gib (it has to be in a luxury block though) 
and go and live in Marbella or Sotogrande.  
Therefore they do not spend any time and, 
more importantly, money in Gib except for the 
odd day when they come back to visit their 
accountant.

Why do they do this? Well, instead of the 
usual complaint of lack of affordable housing, 
Cat 2’s of my acquaintance are complaining 
that there is a lack of “unaffordable” housing. 
When I stopped choking on my coffee it was 
explained to me, with the essence of sweet 
reasonableness, that if you are a family man 
of substance living in a nice house in London, 
you want to at least replicate that if you 
move to Gib. The irony of it is quite delicious. 
Normally when a private developer builds 
luxury houses he has to guarantee that a 
certain percentage will be built as affordable 
housing. In Gib the Government could specify 
that a developer must build a percentage of 
“unaffordable” housing to encourage more 
Cat 2 residents. There is an overabundance 
of luxury apartments but very few luxury 
houses and the ones that there are tend to 

When somebody decides to take themselves 
offshore within Europe it is a massive 
decision. You look at all the different places, 
Malta, Monaco, Switzerland, Isle of Man, 
Channel Islands, Cyprus to name but a few. 
You then research all the different places, 
their habits, quality of life, availability of 
suitable accommodation, stability of the 
Government, proximity to International travel 
links, currency (if your assets are in UK 
Sterling you don’t want to put them into a 
dodgy currency), language, history, business 
opportunities, leisure activities and culture. 
After months of painstaking research and 
discussion you then, quite sensibly, decide to 
move to Gibraltar.

Gibraltar is unique. It has most things that 
people require to live a comfortable lifestyle. 
A pleasant climate, a friendly atmosphere, a 
village like feel, proximity to one of Europe’s 
favourite destinations and a huge UK expat 
community in the Costa del Sol, a Government 
that actively encourages people to come here 
via tax breaks, a vibrant business community, 
plenty of advisory companies and banks to 
help ease the transition and it has close ties 
with the UK as well as the EU. The national 
language is English, although sometimes that 
is hard to believe, and the currency is good 
old Pound Sterling. Its History is fascinating 
and for someone like me there is plenty to do. 
Perhaps Gib does fall down a bit on the culture 
side but hey you can’t have everything!

Why Would a Cat 2 Choose Gib

and What’s in it for Gib?
Mark Gosen, a Cat 2 Resident Pontificates: How to Generate More Revenue from his Fellow Cat 2’s
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Think Local.
Buy Local.

be extortionately expensive. So unless you 
can offer suitable housing of course they will 
live elsewhere. Look at what you can buy 
in Sotogrande or Marbella for the price of 
a penthouse apartment in Gib they cry. The 
First Minister recently explained to me that 
he is actively encouraging Commercial Office 
Developments so that larger companies will be 
attracted to Gib. This is of huge benefit to the 
economy as a whole. The same rule applies 
to Cat 2’s, if you want them to stay in Gib 
and spend their money here then you have to 
give them the opportunity to live somewhere 
that they will be comfortable. At first glance it 
may seem a bit absurd but the logic behind 
it is sound. With severe tax hikes in Spain 
and the Spanish authorities clamping down 
on non-doms in Spain there is a very real 
opportunity to offer an alternative in Gib. You 
are preaching to the semi converted anyway 
because they are already technically residents!

Another alternative is to introduce a residency 
qualification. Nothing major, just say for 
example that a Cat 2 must stay in Gib for at 
least 30 days a year. Not too onerous is it? On 
the assumption that there are approximately 
400 Cat 2’s in Gib that would be 12,000 days 
that they would be spending money in Gib. At 
least 12,000 people extra every year having 
dinner, drinks, food shopping, recreational 
shopping, taxi’s, etc. I would estimate that 
they would pump a minimum of £3,000,000 
into the economy. Before my fellow Cat 2’s 
hang, draw and quarter me I will point out the 
problems associated with such a move. 
Firstly, keeping track of movements is 
extremely difficult, if not impossible. The 
border is completely porous. So unless all 
border controls are tightened so that everyone 
is “swiped” in and out with a passport it is 
easy to get round. It would be too easy for a 
Cat 2 to come in to Gib, declare he was here 
and then leave again without anyone knowing, 

reappear 31 days later and pretend he was 
just leaving.  It would be a reprehensible step 
to ask anyone (even a Cat 2) to have to prove 
that they were resident in Gib for 30 days. 
They could report to the tax office every day 
armed with utility bills, mobile phone records 
and shopping receipts to prove that they were 
here when they should be. None of which is 
very realistic and one of the great things 
about Gib is the lack of official snooping in 
our day to day lives.

Secondly, it will force a lot of Cat 2’s to 
reconsider their status in Gib. If they have a 
rented one bed flat here and live in a large 
villa in Spain a return to Gib would be an 
onerous experience. Therefore, they would 
have to upgrade their accommodation in 
Gib leading them to a very considerable 
extra expense which may well balance out 
tax savings thereby rendering their Cat 2 
status of no benefit to them. In that case they 
may well decide to become “tax resident” 
in somewhere like Malta which does not 
have a residency qualification. This would 
lead to a drop in Cat 2’s and of course Gib’s 
tax revenue and knock on effect on the all 
important property market.

So perhaps a new status could be formulated, 
call it Cat 9 for arguments sake. Under the 
terms of a Cat 9 you could elect to stay in Gib 
for a minimum of 30 days a year and in return 
you would receive a tax break because you 
are actually contributing to the Gib economy 

on a daily basis. Again, checking that a Cat 
9 was actually in Gib for 30 days is difficult 
but Gib is a small place and if you opt for this 
status and abuse it then you deserve to be 
investigated. Anyway, I would envisage that 
the tax break would not be large enough for 
someone of that ilk to break the law to take 
advantage of. 

Cat 9 could be introduced in the near future, 
thus allowing potential, and existing, residents 
to choose whether to become Cat 2 or Cat 9 
as retrospective legislation is very difficult to 
enforce. This way Gib cannot lose. The people 
who want to be tax resident in Gib and live in 
Spain may still do so, but there are more of 
us who actually enjoy living in Gib and are 
happy to make our lives here and spend our 
money in the local economy. An influx of like 
minded people would prove a welcome boost 
to places like Ocean Village and Queensway 
Quay. More restaurants would be required 
to service the needs of the Cat 9’s, retailers 
would have to offer a better selection of higher 
quality goods. Perhaps a touch of Marbella 
would be welcome, this would encourage 
more tourists to trip across the border too. 
Living in Gib is our choice and our decision 
but if we contribute more than another Cat 
2 shouldn’t the Government recognise and 
encourage this?

We all want Gib to prosper. The effects of the 
worldwide recession have been remarkably 
avoided here and that can only have been 
achieved through good governance and the 
Government deserves to be congratulated for 
it. It can only be positive to have more wealthy 
people in Gib and the more there are the 
more they spend. Governments throughout 
the world are desperately trying to get people 
to spend money, Gib has a captive source of 
revenue that is not being exploited and it can 
be achieved without raising taxes. 

“Cat 2’s do not like surprises, 
like everyone else they don’t 
like paying too much tax and 
if a Govt starts looking at 
them as a cash cow they will 
go elsewhere
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World Trade Centre
comes to Gibraltar
A £30m World Trade Center (WTC) is to be built 
in Gibraltar to help bring global recognition for the 
British Overseas Territory and ensure sufficient top 
quality office space is available to meet growing 
demand.

British property entrepreneur Greg Butcher gained 
the 335th licence to establish the WTC Gibraltar 
from the World Trade Centers Association annual 
assembly in Beijing at the weekend.

Butcher will increase by more than a third the 
office space he has at the Ocean Village commercial, residential and marina development when the new seven storey 
13,600 m2 block is built in 2012.

“WTC Gibraltar will have a concierge reception for visiting senior inter-governmental and business leaders at the new Gibraltar international 
airport terminal now being built, state of the art video-conferencing and telephone communications and worldwide reciprocal business club, 
research and other facilities with more than 300 similar Centers across the globe”, he said.

The Gibraltar Government has been concerned that the lack of readily available quality office space could put a brake on further development 
in financial services and gaming as businesses are attracted by the territory’s new low 10 per cent headline rate of corporation tax.

Chief Minister, Peter Caruana was anxious that “we have got to have available on spec, quality office space; otherwise they will come, like the 
jurisdiction, but then won’t be able to locate here, because of lack of physical infrastructure.”

C O M M E R C I A L

Shopping Enjoy a quality shopping experience
in Gibraltar all year round.

Take A Closer Look

For more information
call us on +350 20074950
or visit www.visitgibraltar.gi
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Business Banking

Business exists  
through communication.
That’s why all our business customers have a direct 
line to their Relationship Manager - no call centres 
or switchboards.

Old fashioned? We think not!

Gareth Latin on 20051949

www.natwestoffshore.com/islandbanking

Gibraltar business address: National Westminster House, PO Box 707, 57 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar. Licensed under the Gibraltar Financial Services (Banking) Act 1992, as amended and the Gibraltar Financial 
Services (Investment and Fiduciary) Act 1989, as amended (Licence number FSC0066OB). NatWest is the registered business name of The Royal Bank of Scotland International Limited under the Business 
Names Registration Act. Calls may be recorded.                                                                 N3294 (09/06) 

another way
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The GFSB is one of the founder 
members of The European Small 
Business Alliance and we have a 
directorship and quarterly meetings.  
This essentially gives us a “heads-
up” as to potential new legislation 
that is coming our way to Gibraltar, 
or better still ensure that SME’s in 
Europe are able to influence EU 
draft legislation so that its interests 
are protected.

ESBA NEWS HIGHLIGHTS:

EU ministers seek answers on bank taxes, 
rating agencies

European Union finance ministers met today 
(1 October) in a fresh attempt to agree a 
common approach on taxing banks as well 
as to grill credit rating agencies about how 
they arrive at their ratings. Three years 
since the onset of a banking and economic 
crisis, European Union member states are 
still struggling to agree on reforms to regain 
control over the financial sector. The bloc 
recently created three new watchdogs to 
police the industry, but its 27 member states 
remain at loggerheads over how to charge 
banks an extra levy for the costs of crises.

Trichet puts dampener on financial 
transaction tax

European Central Bank President Jean-
Claude Trichet has said a financial transaction 
tax could only work if implemented across the 
globe, marking a setback for others who have 
argued that Europe could go it alone. Speaking 
after an informal meeting of EU finance 
ministers discussed the issue in Brussels on 
Friday (1 October), Mr Trichet said anything 
short of a complete worldwide roll-out would 
result in transactions simply being carried 
out in different jurisdictions. “The financial 
transaction taxation presents a number of 
disadvantages economically, financially, in 
terms of technical implementation and there 
is of course an element, which is extremely 
important: It has to be implemented, if 
decided, absolutely everywhere in the world,” 

said the respected French banker.

Euro jobless hits six months at 10 percent: 
EU

Unemployment across the 16 nations that 
share the euro currency clocked up six 
successive months in August at 10 percent, 
European Union data showed on Friday. 
Almost 16 million people were out of work in 
the common currency area with the eurozone 
unemployment rate at its highest level since 
the euro’s creation in 1999, seasonally-
adjusted Eurostat figures showed. However, 
compared to July, the estimated numbers 
unemployed actually fell by some 20,000. 
Compared to August 2009, the number of 
people out of work was up by more than half 
a million. 

CONSULTATIONS

Public consultation on the future of 
electronic commerce in the internal 
market and the implementation of the 
Directive on electronic commerce

DEADLINE: 15 October 2010
Electronic commerce constitutes an 
important means to promote cross-border 
trade, improving the accessibility of Europe’s 
population to more varied products, to more 
qualitative products, and exerting greater 
price competition in the on-line and off-line 
world. However, 10 years after the adoption 
of the “directive concerning certain legal 
aspects of information society services1 
and, in particular, electronic commerce” the 
so-called Electronic Commerce Directive, the 
development of retail electronic commerce 
remains limited to less than 2% of European 
total retail trade.

Consultation on possible approaches to 
tackling cross-border inheritance tax 
obstacles within the EU

DEADLINE: 22 October 2010 
It appears that cross-border inheritance tax 
issues are becoming one of growing concern 
to EU citizens. It is possible that EU Member 
States’ inheritance tax rules as applied in 
cross-border situations are hindering EU 

citizens from benefiting fully from their right 
to move and operate freely across borders 
within the Internal Market. These rules may 
also be creating difficulties for the transfer 
of small businesses on the death of owners.
The Commission would like to draw on 
the expertise and experience of all parties 
interested in commenting on cross-border 
inheritance tax issues.

Consultation on Taxation of cross border 
interest and royalty payments between 
associated companies 

DEADLINE: 31 October 2010 
The Directive on a common system of 
taxation applicable to interest and royalty 
payments between associated companies 
of different Member States aims at solving 
double taxation problems linked to cross-
border payments. In these cases, the State 
from which a payment is made (source 
State) charges a tax on its recipient company. 
Additionally, the recipient company is subject 
to tax on the income derived from this same 
payment in the Member State of its tax 
residence. The Directive provides for tax 
exemption in the source State. The exemption 
also applies when the payment is made from 
a permanent establishment (i.e., a branch) of 
the company place in a third Member State or 
received by such business centre. 

European Commission opens public 
consultation on VAT collection procedures 
in relation to centralised customs 
clearance 

DEADLINE: 31 October 2010
“Centralised clearance” introduced in Article 
106 of the Modernised Customs Code is 
a possibility for the importers that hold an 
authorisation for this purpose to both declare 
and pay customs duties to the customs 
administration of their Member State of 
authorisation, independent from the actual 
place of import and destination of goods 
within the EU. However, under the present 
rules of the VAT directive (directive 2006/112/
EC), the importers, even using centralised 
clearance, would still be subject to VAT 
obligations in each Member State of physical 
arrival and destination of goods. Therefore, 
keeping the import VAT system unchanged 

News Stuart Rodriguez
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would run against the simplification objective 
of the Modernised Customs Code and against 
the Commission-wide objective of easing 
administrative burden on businesses. 

Public Consultation on the Review of 
the Measuring Instruments Directive 
2004/22/EC 

DEADLINE: 1 November 2010
The aim of the consultation is to receive 
feedback on the implementation of the 
Directive and on the reasons and impacts of 
possible changes, suggestions for which have 
been formulated by the stakeholders. These 
suggestions for changes are not in any way 
binding on the Commission and its services, 
which keep the right of initiative which will be 
exercised in line with the principles of smart 
regulation. 

EU launches public debate on the future 
of pensions

DEADLINE: 15 November
The consultation is a joint initiative from 
Commissioners Andor, Barnier (Internal 

market and services) and Rehn (Economic 
and monetary affairs), covering economic 
and social policies as well as financial market 
regulation. It does not make specific policy 
proposals but seeks views on possible future 
actions at European level. The consultation 
period will run for four months (ending 15 
November 2010) during which anyone with 
an interest in the subject can submit their 
views via a dedicated website. The European 
Commission will then analyse all responses 
and consider the best course for future 
actions to address these issues at EU level.

Consultation on policy options for 
progress towards a European Contract 
Law for consumers and businesses

DEADLINE: 31 January 2010
The purpose of this Green Paper is to set 
out the options on how to strengthen the 
internal market by making progress in the 
area of European Contract Law, and launch 
a public consultation on them. The internal 
market is built on a multitude of contracts 
governed by different national contract laws. 
Yet, differences between national contract 

E S B A  /  C O M M E R C I A L

laws may entail additional transaction costs 
and legal uncertainty for businesses and 
lead to a lack of consumer confidence in the 
internal market. Divergences in contract law 
rules may require businesses to adapt their 
contractual terms. Furthermore, diverging 
national laws are rarely available in other 
European languages, which imply that market 
actors need to take advice from a lawyer who 
knows the laws of the legal system.

Suggestions to reduce administrative 
burdens put on business by the EU 

DEADLINE: To be announced
This on-line questionnaire has been designed 
to register your problems and suggestions on 
administrative burdens. Your input will be 
taken into account in the preparation of EU 
measures reducing administrative burdens. 
Contributions and feedback from the 
Commission will be summarised in periodic 
reports published on the Enterprise and 
Industry website. 

October 13, 2010

NatWest to open half an hour earlier to complement 
customer banking requirements

Following the success of early opening trials over the summer, NatWest will now open at 8.30am 
on a daily basis from Monday 11th October.

NatWest’s branches at Corral Road and Line Wall Road opened at 8am during the last weeks of July, August and September to enable 
customers to conduct their banking before work and to help reduce queuing times over the busy lunch period.

The earlier opening hours were so well received by customers that the Bank has decided to permanently change its opening hours to 8.30am 
to 4pm, Monday to Friday.

Gillian Balban, Area Manager of NatWest in Gibraltar, commented:

“Customers would regularly be queuing outside the Bank when we opened at 9am so the early opening trial proved to be extremely popular. 
We discovered that 8am was too early but welcomed a high number of customers from 8.30am onwards, which is why we took the decision 
to extend the opening hours permanently. Now customers have the opportunity to conduct their banking from 8.30am before starting their 
working day.”

The opening hours trial came from discussions between NatWest’s Service Improvement Team and customers. Gillian explained:

“The Service Improvement Team listened to what our customers were telling us about opening hours and time spent queuing, and decided that 
opening earlier would significantly reduce queues over the course of the day. NatWest constantly strives to offer a first-class customer service 
and we are delighted to respond to customers’ feedback and make their banking experience more efficient.”be very successful in this role.’

P r e s s  R e l e a s e
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THE BENEFITS OF
CERTIFICATION

Certification demonstrates to your customers, competitors, suppliers, staff 
and investors that you use industry-respected best practices.

Additionally

Certification helps you to demonstrate to stakeholders that your •	
business is run effectively 

The process of achieving and maintaining the certification also helps •	
ensure that you are continually improving and refining your activities 

The regular assessment process will improve staff responsibility, •	
commitment, motivation and add value to your business 

Certification can improve overall performance, remove uncertainty and •	
widen market opportunities 

The benefits of implementing a management system are not just •	
internal. Promoting your certified management system to customers 
and other stakeholders can also have significant benefits for your 
business

Selecting a Certification Body
When you choose a Certification Body you are starting a relationship that will 
last at least 3 years, possibly even longer. You will want to make a careful 
decision to lay the groundwork for a smooth and lasting relationship.

Certification Body Basics
Generally, when you sign a contract with a Certification Body, it will include 
the Registration Audit, and Surveillance Audits. The Registration Audit is the 
initial audit that will be done to see if you will achieve registration. After you 
have your registration, the Certification Body will come back every 6 months 
or year to see if you are maintaining your system and continuing to meet the 
requirements of ISO 9001. Certification Bodies vary in their approach, so you 
will want to find out details from each Certification Body you are interested 
in.

Your certificate will be valid for 3 years. After that period your Certification 
Body will be required to do another Registration Audit to renew your 
certification. The contract you set up with your Certification Body will be for 
the three year period. You would renew your contract after three years to start 
the cycle again.

Registration Audit: An audit of your QMS/EMS/HSS system to see if you 
meet the requirements of ISO 9001 ISO14001 OHSAS18001 and will 
achieve registration.

Surveillance Audit: A follow up audit of a portion of your QMS/EMS/HSS to 
see if the management system is being followed and maintained. These are 
done typically every 6 months or year.
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Costs
The costs for the audits and registration will be dependent on the size 
of your company, the number of locations, the accreditations that you 
need, and the distance between you and your Certification Body. The 
costs are typically dependant on the number of audit days required 
for the registration audit and the surveillance audits, the travel costs 
for the auditors, and the administration fees and accreditation fees 
for the registration.

Choosing a Certification Body
The most important factor in choosing a Certification Body is how 
well they can work with you. This includes how well they know your 
industry, how much experience they have with similar companies, 
and how well they communicate with you and your employees.

What Verification International Can Offer You

Affordable & Achievable ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 & 
ISO 22000 Certification
Verification International can ensure that your ISO9001, ISO14001, 
OHSAS18001, experience is Achievable, Fast and Affordable.

The Verification International team understand business. From our 20 
years of Management Systems experience we have stream-lined the 
whole ISO Certification Process into a no-hassle, no-jargon, simple 
process, ensuring a stress free transition to ISO Certification for you 
and your business.

Verification International offers independent, impartial third party 
evaluation and judgement giving you a credible means for addressing 
stakeholder concerns. We do this by providing a Professional Lead 
Auditor to review your business or supply chain. This may be to a 
defined and published set of criteria such as recognised standards 
or schemes. Alternatively, it may be to your own bespoke set of 
requirements.

Our experts then provide an impartial, balanced view of how closely 
you are meeting your stated objectives. Typically, this will be in the 
form of an assessment report including an executive summary 
tailored to your precise set of circumstances, giving you the means to 
continually improve your management systems.

Why Choose Verification International
As one of the world’s leading certification service providers with 
clients ranging from large multi-national companies to small local 
businesses. Our extensive global network offers you local resources 
that add real value to your business regardless of its size, sector or 
scope.

Our people
We aim to work proactively, in partnership with your organization, 
which is why we have full-time Client Managers to work with you. 
We carefully match our Client Managers’ industry experience to your 
needs. Our specialist auditors have all bee indepently witnessed by 
regulated accreditation bodies andhave in-depth knowledge of your 
business sector. We can match our range of services perfectly to fit 
your requirements.

After sales service and customer satisfaction
Our commitment to you doesn’t end with a certificate. As a 
certified Vi client, you will be able to discuss your needs with your 
Client Manager at all times. You will also be able to promote your 
registration on our global client directory and ensure that potential 
clients can check the validity of your certification. Similarly, you will 
have use of the Vi Certified logo to publicise your achievement to 
clients, vendors and stakeholders alike.

Verification International 
Promotional Discount Offer

COMPLEMENTARY STAGE 
1 MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

CERTIFICATION ASSESSMENT

Verification International is offering the above 
promotional discount to the first 5 Gibraltar based 
companies that contact us after reading this article. 
Please quote ref: S1MSCA

Contact us
Tel: +44 (0)1909 512159 or visit our website  
www.verificationinternational.com

Terms & Conditions of Eligibility:
•	 Existing	 or	 new	 clients	 -	 ie	 existing	 client	 can	 use	 it	
towards adding an additional standard.

•	 You	 must	 register	 your	 interest	 before	 the	 year	 end	
(2010).

•	You	must	go	for	certification	within	12	months	from	the	
date of registered interest.
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GFSB Members can still apply for the Training Subsidy for 2010/2011, negotiated by the GFSB with the 
Department of Education and Training, for the achievement of the Quality Standard ISO 9001:2008.

In Brief
ISO stands for International Standards Organisations and the ISO 9001:2008 was produced by a panel of experts teaming together to draft 
the Quality Management System which is now used by over one million Companies worldwide. The Standard is based on best practices and 
derived from benchmark practices.

IS0 9001:2008  
ACCREDITATION 

Advantages of ISO 9001:2008
1.  International Standard – easily recognisable by customers and suppliers
2. Improves the running of the business
3. Yields cost savings and improves profitability
4. Introduces discipline for improvement activities

Costings
The cost of training for ISO 9001:2008 is £1,200 (payable in two instalments) and 
includes the Assessment and Registration by an Independent Certification Body.

Interested?
Contact the GFSB Office on Telephone 20047722 or email Helen on gfsb@gfsb.gi

company  trust  foundation 
Formation  Management  Administration  Statutory Officers  Nominees    

marine services  
Vessel Registration  Radio Licensing 

business services 
Banking  Accounting  Will Writing  Virtual Office

Offshore and Onshore  
Worldwide from Gibraltar 

Since 1985, Europa has been dedicated to providing a platform 
for our clients to achieve their financial and business objectives 
while guarding their assets and legitimate confidentiality.  

Discover the benefits of independent advice, reputable  
traditions and multilingual staff.    

Tel.+350 200 79013  Email info@europa.gi  
Watergardens 6, Suite 24, Gibraltar 

Financial Services Commission Licence No 00108B   
Gibraltar Registration No 10511  

www.europa.gi 

ISO 9001  & 27001 Certified 
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Trusted since 1892
We offer the stability and security of advice that only the longest established

law firm in Gibraltar can do. So whatever you’re planning,
wherever you’re headed, we’re right behind you.

For all your legal requirements, contact:

info@isolas.gi
Portland House, Glacis Road, PO Box 204, Gibraltar

Tel: +350 200 78363  Fax: +350 200 78990 www.gibraltarlawyers.com

www.gibraltarlawyers.com
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Trust...
Successful Relationships

cannot exist without it
Spread across four jurisdictions we are bespoke International 
providers of corporate, trust, legal, insurance and financial solutions.

Legal services provided by Perez/Rodriguez, a member f i rm of the Gibro Group
Licensed by the Financial Services Commission to carry on Business as Company Managers License No FSC 00234B -- Professional Trustees License No FSC 00232B
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